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The electron internal transport barrier (eITB) has been observed in wide range of helical
systems, such as CHS[eg.,1], LHD[eg., 2], TJ-II[eg., 3] and W7-AS[eg., 4]. The eITB isÅ@defined as
highly peaked electron temperature (Te) profile with strongly positive radial electric field (Er) in the
central region. These observations are reviewed in this paper to understand the device-independent
common findings and also to draw the main differences. This is the first report from the International
Stellarator Profile Database Activity.

The formation of the strong central positive Er has been understood mainly as a result of the
ambipolarity of neoclassical electron and ion fluxes [1-5], although some additional convective electron
flux such as driven by ECRH is required in some situations [3,4]. This “neoclassical” physics
peculiar to low collisional regime of helical plasmas provides the commonly observed existence of the
ECRH power threshold (which is also depending on the density). This is contrastive characteristics to
the ITB observed in tokamaks [6]. The dependence of the ECRH power threshold on the magnetic
configuration and on the heating scenario among these devices are currently being examined by taking
the effective ripple [7,8] and the trapped particle fraction as parameters to achieve the comprehensive
understanding.

 The roles of low order rational surfaces on the onset of eITB formation and also on its radial
size (location of the footpoint of the eITB) have been indicated in inward shifted configurations in
LHD (depending on the relative locations of heating position and 2/1 island) [9] and TJ-II (eITB
becomes possible at higher density when 3/2 rational is introduced in the plasma core region) [10]. It
is speculated that, for the latter case, the resonance causes an extra electron flux to trigger the positive
Er. The interplay between low order rational surfaces and the formation of eITB still waits for the
systematic experiment and theoretical analysis. The external controllability of rational surface position
and also the magnetic island width, which is peculiar in helical systems, would provide additional
external knob for the eITB formation in a relevant high density regime (finding in TJ-II [10] is
promising).
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